INTERNET DATA PRIVACY COLLOQUIUM

LAW AND TECHNOLOGY: PATHS TOWARD A HUMANE SOCIETY

FEBRUARY 21, 2018  11:00 A.M. - 3:30 P.M.  THE RABEN GROUP: 1341 G STREET, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C.

AGENDA —

10:30 A.M.  REGISTRATION

11:00  Greeting:  Ma. Cristina Caballero, President/CEO, Dialogue on Diversity,  Convenor
Jackie Reyes-Yanes, Mayor’s Office on Latino Affairs, D.C.

OVERVIEW  Travis R. Hall, National Telecommunications and Information Administration

11:30  REGULATION IN PROTECTION OF PRIVACY INTERESTS


Joseph Miller, WashingTECH,  Carmen Scurato, Nat’l Hispanic Media Coalition
Yosef Getachew, Common Cause

12:00  NOON  SPECIAL PROBLEMS OF IOT NETWORKS

Smart Homes, Smart Cities, Wearables – the Worrisome Wonders of Modern Times
Kelsey Finch, Future of Privacy Forum

12:30  P.M.  MIDDAY SESSION — LUNCH, SPEAKERS, SPECIAL TOPICS

Prof. Spencer Overton, Law School, GWU, Future of Work;  Lauren Smith, Future of Privacy Forum, Special Issues of Algorithms  Brenda K. Leong, FPf, Biometrics

1:30  COMMERCIAL INTERNET DATA AND ITS SECURITY  William J. McBorough,  MCGlobal Tech

Kate Mereand, D.C. Government, Department of Small Local Business Development
Miranda Bogen, UPTURN  Targeted Ads: Beyond Privacy

2:00  MEDICAL RECORDS — IT IN THE HEALTH CARE INDUSTRIES

Dr. Adrian Gropper, Chief Technology Officer, Patient Privacy Rights

2:30  GOVERNMENT DATA COLLECTION

High-Tech Surveillance;  Disparate effects on Minority Populations

Prof. Alvaro Bedoya, Georgetown University Law Center

3:00  STUDENTS AND THEIR TRAVALS — EDUCATIONAL FORUMS

Surveillance in the School House — Repression of thought and speech, discrimination against Minority communities

Mauricio Vasquez, Ana G. Méndez  University System
Amelia Vance, Future of Privacy

3:30  Adjournment

Free and open to the Public — light lunch, refreshments

Register at www.dialogueondiversity.org  or at  T. 703-631-0650

e-mail: dialog.div@prodigy.net  www.dialogueondiversity.org  Dialogue on Diversity is a 501(c)(3) Organization. Contributions are tax-deductible.